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AbstrAct
5G and beyond (B5G) networks significantly 

promote the popularity and ubiquity of drones by 
providing high-throughput and low-latency com-
munication. In B5G drone networks, data shar-
ing among drones has great potential to improve 
and enrich civilian and commercial applications, 
such as surveillance monitoring. Nevertheless, a 
series of security challenges arise such as data 
privacy leakage due to the lack of reliable cen-
tralized supervision. In this article, we employ the 
permissioned blockchain technology to propose 
a decentralized data management system. The 
permissioned blockchain deployed at pre-selected 
ground base stations is particularly suitable and 
practical for ensuring efficient peer-to-peer data 
sharing in B5G drone networks. However, the 
ground base stations working as miners are wide-
ly deployed without strong security protection, 
which may be compromised to produce mali-
ciously manipulated results during the block ver-
ification in the permissioned blockchain. Hence, 
the miner selection is crucial for the permissioned 
blockchain-based B5G drone networks. We there-
fore introduce credit as a metric and propose a 
secure credit-based miner selection scheme using 
a four-weight subjective logic model. Numerical 
results demonstrate that the proposed schemes 
are effective for secure data sharing in permis-
sioned blockchain-based B5G drone networks.

IntroductIon
Along with the rapid developments in 5G and 
beyond (B5G) communication technologies, 
drone networks have evolved into B5G drone net-
works that not only enhance existing drone appli-
cations (e.g., remote sensing), but also introduce 
advanced applications with the requirement of 
reliable and low-latency communications (e.g., vir-
tual reality) [1, 2]. In B5G drone networks, drones 
that belong to different owners share collected 
data to overcome visual coverage and geograph-
ical region limitation, enrich diversity of sensing 
data, and improve data reliability [3]. Although 
the B5G drone networks reap great benefits of 
data sharing, the public concern about data shar-
ing security is growing since the collected data 
includes a large volume of sensitive information 
(e.g., locations and human activity information 

[1, 4]). On one hand, drones may be reluctant 
to store and share data through ground cloud/
edge infrastructures under a centralized manage-
ment framework because of no control over the 
data and few monitoring operations. On the other 
hand, although the problems of the centralized 
management framework can be solved in a peer-
to-peer (P2P) data sharing manner, there are still 
unauthorized data access problems and security 
protection issues in a decentralized management 
framework. These challenges hinder the circu-
lation of collected data, thus becoming a bot-
tleneck in the future proliferation of B5G drone 
networks [5].

Blockchain technologies have attracted 
increasing attention for exploring its potential in 
ensuring secure data sharing over a tamper-proof 
and decentralized ledger recently [5]. The authors 
in [6] utilized blockchain to design a UAV traffic 
information exchange network for securely shar-
ing traffic data. To ensure drone data integrity and 
achieve secure data management, a permission-
less blockchain-based drone system was proposed 
for future Internet of Things applications [7].

Although blockchain greatly facilitates open 
and secure data sharing scenarios, there is an 
exorbitant cost to build a permissionless block-
chain in ground communication infrastructures 
or resource-limited drones [8, 9]. Therefore, per-
missioned blockchains, which quickly perform 
consensus mechanisms on pre-defined miners 
with modest overhead, are proposed to devel-
op secure vehicular data sharing systems [5] and 
spectrum trading [10], which are efficient and par-
ticularly practical for B5G drone networks [10, 
11].

In PErmissioned blockchain-based 5G and 
beyond DrOne Networks (PEGDONs), commu-
nication infrastructures, such as ground base sta-
tions (GBSs), are widely deployed on the ground 
and easily accessible by drones [4, 5]. With the 
help of edge computing, GBSs, with abundant 
computation and storage resources, play signifi-
cant roles (i.e., miners) in publicly verifying and 
storing sharing records [12]. However, the GBSs 
are vulnerable to being directly compromised if 
there is not sufficient security protection [5, 12]. 
The compromised GBSs may be selected as the 
pre-defined miners due to there being no secure 
miner selection schemes for permissioned block-
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chains [11]. PEGDONs suffer from a potential 
attack called block verification collusion caused 
by compromised miners [9, 11], who may col-
lude with other miners internally and thus pro-
duce manipulated block verification results, or 
even launch double-spending attack. This attack is 
difficult to detect and prevent [11]. Therefore, it is 
essential to develop a secure and effective miner 
selection scheme to defend against the block veri-
fication collusion attack in the PEGDONs. 

The existing studies have indicated that credit 
can reflect the rating of how well an entity has 
so far performed based on its past interaction 
activities [5, 12]. Inspired by this, we utilize the 
credit as a fair metric to design a secure and gen-
eralized miner selection scheme for the permis-
sioned blockchain. High-credit miner candidates 
(i.e., reliable and trusted GBSs) are selected as 
miners to promote secure block verification. Each 
drone performs credit assessment of an interact-
ing GBS by using a four-weight subjective logic 
model [5]. All the drones’ credit opinions on 
miner candidates are collected and kept as reli-
able and tamper-proof credit records in the trans-
parent permissioned blockchain for efficient credit 
management. Different from previous work, the 
major contributions of this article are summarized 
as follows:
•  We employ practical permissioned block-

chain technologies to establish a universal 
and secure drone data sharing system in 
B5G drone networks that efficiently performs 
consensus processes on pre-selected GBSs.

• We summarize the existing and potential 
miner selection challenges in permissioned 
blockchain-based B5G drone networks, and 
propose a universal credit-based secure 
miner selection scheme to defend against 
the block verification collusion attack.

• To achieve secure and efficient credit man-
agement, we apply a four-weight subjective 
logic model with high accuracy to assess 
miner credit, and also record the credit in a 
decentralized and tamper-proof manner.

PermIssIoned blockchAIn for  
secure dAtA shArIng In drone networks

PermIssIoned blockchAIns for drone networks
Recently, blockchain has been applied in various 
networks and distributed systems, such as drone 
networks [1, 3, 4, 6–8]. Blockchains can be divid-
ed into two categories: permissionless and permis-
sioned blockchains. A permissionless blockchain 
has better information transparency and audit-
ability without access limitation. {However, both 
exorbitant mining overhead and high block ver-
ification delay make permissionless blockchains 
impractical for resource-limited, time-sensitive, 
and high-mobility drone networks. Compared to 
permissionless blockchains, recently, permissioned 
blockchains have attracted enormous attention 
because of modest overhead, good scalability, 
and low consensus delay [11]. The permissioned 
blockchain can perform lightweight and low-laten-
cy consensus algorithms among a set of pre-se-
lected miners to maintain the distributed ledger 
[9], which is particularly suitable and practical 
for drone networks with high-mobility unmanned 

aerial vehicles [11]. Recent studies have utilized 
permissioned blockchains to establish efficient 
and secure resource sharing systems, for example, 
vehicular data sharing in [5] and spectrum trading 
[10], which shows great potential of permissioned 
blockchains on secure data sharing in B5G drone 
networks [10].

motIvAtIons And chAllenges
Although permissioned blockchains pave the way 
for good-performance blockchain-based drone 
networks, there are still critical security challeng-
es in PEGDONs, such as miner collusion issues. 
In PEGDONs, GBSs are widely deployed on the 
ground or buildings to efficiently communicate 
with drones through B5G protocols. Therefore, 
GBSs can work as pre-selected miners to exe-
cute important tasks including block mining and 
verification [5, 12]. However, the openness and 
complexity of drone network architectures pose 
significant challenges for B5G drone networks. 
As a result, GBSs without sufficient security pro-
tection are susceptible to arbitrary manipulation 
by attackers, and might become compromised 
GBSs. If a compromised GBS is selected as a 
miner, this compromised miner can collude with 
other compromised miners to launch a special 
kind of security attack named block verification 
collusion for generating false block verification 
results. More specifically, the compromised min-
ers may arbitrarily insert, modify, drop, or delay 
some unverified transactions during the block ver-
ification process [5]. This causes serious security 
problems for PEGDONs. Therefore, it is inevitable 
to propose a universal and secure miner selec-
tion scheme for improving security of PEGDONs, 
given the following challenges [13].

Evaluation Metrics for Miner Candidates: In 
traditional blockchain systems, miners are usually 
selected randomly through metrics of resource 
competition, for example, computing-power based 
proof-of-work and stake based proof of stake [12]. 
However, the computation-intensive and ener-
gy-hungry methods are not suitable and practical 
for PEGDONs. It is necessary to propose a reliable 
metric for PEGDONs to fairly evaluate the behav-
ior and performance of miner candidates.

Miner Selection Schemes for PEGDONs: 
Unlike permissionless blockchains that select min-
ers through proof-based algorithms, the existing 
permissioned blockchains select miners either by 
a centralized manager suffering from single point 
of failure problems, or in a decentralized way with 
insecurely random selection mechanisms [11]. 
As such, the miner selection schemes are arbi-
trary, which cannot avoid the negative influence 
of malicious nodes. For PEGDONs, without a fair 
and reliable metric, it is difficult to design an effec-
tive, universal, and secure miner selection scheme 
in order to avoid compromised miner candidates, 
and thus ensure a secure consensus process in 
permissioned blockchains.

The compromised miners may arbitrarily insert, modify, drop, or delay some unverified transactions 
during block verification process. This causes serious security problems for PEGDONs. Therefore, it is 

inevitable to propose a universal and secure miner selection scheme for improving security of  
PEGDONs, given the following challenges.
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Surveillance Methods for Selected Miners: 
Due to the decentralized nature of permissioned 
blockchains, it is diffi  cult and ineffi  cient to achieve 
real-time surveillance of selected miners. If a 
selected miner is compromised and misbehaved 
in PEGDONs, the miner cannot be removed from 
the system due to the lack of timely and fl exible 
surveillance methods. Worse, compromised min-
ers may be selected to be miners again without 
time-accumulated metrics to update the behavior 
and performance of the miner candidates.

credIt mAnAgement for 
secure dAtA shArIng In Pegdons

In terms of secure resource sharing, recent studies 
have utilized credit to improve resource sharing 
security in blockchain-based wireless networks. 
Generally, credit is treated as a metric to identi-
fy whether a node is well-behaved or malicious 
according to its credit points. The credit metric 

has been used to select trusted nodes for reliable 
message routing and resource sharing in wireless 
communications [5]. For example, the authors 
in [12] proposed a decentralized trust manage-
ment system using blockchain in vehicular net-
works, where the vehicles assess the credibilities 
of received messages through trust value (i.e., 
credit). Similarly, to ensure high-quality data shar-
ing among vehicles, a credit-based data sharing 
scheme was proposed for vehicular edge net-
works in [5]. Therein, the credit is regarded as a 
criterion to select high-quality data providers with 
high credit that provide good-quality data. 

Inspired by the great potential of credit in 
coping with resource sharing problems in block-
chain-based systems, we adopt credit as a metric 
to select secure and reliable miners for block-
chain-based drone networks. In this article, we 
apply the practical permissioned blockchain tech-
nologies to establish a much more generalized 
data sharing system without the requirement of 
specific consensus algorithms. A universal cred-
it-based miner selection scheme with an enhanced 
subjective logic model is also proposed to enable 
secure data sharing. More details are depicted as 
follows.

As shown in Fig. 1, drones equipped with B5G 
communication devices can obtain reliable and 
communication services from nearby GBSs in a 
drone-to-GBS manner, and also achieve super-
fast information transmission in a drone-to-drone 
manner. All the GBSs can be connected with 
each other through ultra-reliable low-latency 
internal communication networks. These GBSs 
provide 5G communication interfaces between 
the drones and other entities (e.g., drones and 
miners). On one hand, the drones can collect 
local sensing data, perform simple computation, 
and send the data to drone owners through the 
GBSs [2, 4]. On the other hand, drones acting as 
data providers share the data with data request-
ers and obtain rewards from the data request-
ers. The data providers send their data sharing 
records as “transactions” to nearby GBSs (�  of 
Fig. 1). Next, the pre-selected miners can fl exibly 
choose and execute practical and energy-saving 
consensus algorithms, for example, Practical Byz-
antine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) or Raft, to decrease 
consensus delay and resource consumption [11]. 
We consider that the credit can refl ect how well 
an entity has so far performed in block mining 
and verifi cation. GBSs with high credit are more 
likely to be selected as miners. Here, we use a 
four-weight subjective logic model (more details 
are described below) to calculate the credit val-
ues of the GBSs. Finally, the data sharing records 
among the drones are included in data blocks, 
and become proof of presence of data sharing 
when being added into the permissioned block-
chain, named drone blockchain.

Credit opinions about GBSs play a signifi cant 
role in PEGDONs; hence, these opinions should 
be securely stored and managed. Therefore, the 
credit opinions are also maintained in the drone 
blockchain as transparent, trusted, and persistent 
evidence [5, 14]. As depicted in Fig. 1, drones 
assess the behaviors of the GBSs (that off er com-
munication services) as well as the pre-selected 
miners (that perform the consensus process), and 
generate and upload their direct credit opinions 

FIGURE 1. Permissioned blockchain-based B5G drone networks for secure data 
sharing.
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(� and � in Fig. 1). When calculating the credit 
values of miner candidates, the drones first down-
load the latest credit opinions about the candi-
dates as indirect credit opinions from the drone 
blockchain. After that, the drones assess credit 
values of the candidates through combining their 
direct credit opinions with the indirect credit opin-
ions, and upload these credit values with digital 
signatures as new credit opinions to the pre-se-
lected miners [12] (� and � in Fig. 1). Similar to 
that in data sharing, the miners carry out the same 
consensus process. After the credit opinions are 
updated on the drone blockchain, all the drones 
and GBSs can reliably obtain block data including 
the new credit opinions of GBSs from the open 
access drone blockchain. Lastly, average credits 
of the GBSs are calculated by the system man-
ager for next-round miner selection based on the 
latest credit opinions [14] (� and � in Fig. 1).

credIt Assessment for  
secure mIner selectIons In Pegdons

To evaluate the trust levels of miner candidates 
(i.e., GBSs), credit opinions from drones should 
be gathered and used to assess the final credit 
values of the candidates for secure miner selec-
tion. As such, we adopt a subjective logic model 
to evaluate the final credit values of the candi-
dates according to interaction histories and indi-
rect credit opinions. Compared to the existing 
credit assessment schemes, the subjective logic 
model can precisely evaluate the trust relationship 
among peers while preventing potential securi-
ty risks of cooperative cheating and slandering 
done by malicious peers. The subjective logic 
model is a framework for probabilistic informa-
tion fusion operated on subjective beliefs about 
the world, which is normally used to formulate 
an individual credit opinion. The “opinion” is the 
representation of a subjective belief that is used 
to model negative and positive statements and 
uncertainty in the subjective logic. For example, 
in drone networks, an objective-tracking drone 
applies for surrounding map service from a GBS 
during flight. The subjective belief of the drone 
in the GBS increases if the drone thinks that the 
map service is high-quality in the case with a sta-
ble communication link (i.e., a positive statement 
without uncertainty) and vice versa. In this article, 
each drone generates a credit opinion for a spe-
cific miner candidate by taking direct historical 
interactions and indirect credit opinions into con-
sideration [5]. All the credit opinions are recorded 
and updated in the drone blockchain, where the 
permissioned blockchain works as a credit layer 
of PEGDONs to securely manage the decentral-
ized credit opinions, as shown in Fig. 1.

subjectIve logIc model for credIt Assessment
A drone may communicate and interact with a 
GBS for communication or information services, 
such as remote sensing or map navigation in B5G 
drone networks. If the drone believes that the ser-
vices provided by the GBS are useful and reliable, 
the drone will treat this as a positive interaction 
and generate a positive rating as its direct credit 
opinion for the GBS. In general, the rating of a 
drone to a GBS is formally expressed as a direct 
credit opinion vector with three elements: belief 

degree, distrust degree, and uncertainty degree. 
The sum of these elements is one. Without loss 
of generality, all the drones utilize the same eval-
uation criteria to generate their direct credit opin-
ions.

According to [5], the uncertainty degree 
depends on the successful transmission probabil-
ity of data packets (i.e., the quality of a commu-
nication link between the drone and the GBS), 
which is affected by the wireless communication 
ability of the GBS. The belief degree depends on 
the positive interaction percentage of all the inter-
actions in the condition of good communication 
quality. Similarly, the distrust degree is determined 
by the percentage of negative interaction, for 
example, the GBS intentionally ignores navigation 
service requests from the drone or drops packets 
of sharing records. According to the direct credit 
opinion vector, the credit value represents the 
drone’s expected belief that the GBS is reliable 
and provides high-quality services during the com-
munication and information service process or 
behaves honestly during the consensus process. 
The credit value is depended on both the belief 
degree and the uncertainty degree [5].

four-weIght subjectIve logIc model for credIt oPInIons
When taking different factors into consideration 
for the credit opinions, traditional subjective logic 
models can evolve toward multi-weight subjective 
logic models to obtain more accurate and reliable 
credit values. As shown in Fig. 2, without loss of 

FIGURE 2. Four-weight subjective logic model for 
secure miner selection [13].
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generality, we consider four factors as weights 
to formulate the credit opinions [5]. For other 
B5G drone networks, we can also consider more 
specific weights, which can be straightforwardly 
extended to more sophisticated B5G drone net-
works.

Interaction Timeliness: GBSs are not always 
trustworthy and reliable because of the openness 
and decentralization of wireless networks. GBSs 
without adequate security protection are suscepti-
ble to attack. Thus, the trust level and direct credit 
of a drone to a GBS change over time. We use 
a timescale to identify the recent and past inter-
actions (e.g., four days). The recent interactions 
have a higher weight on the drone’s credit opin-
ion of the GBS [5]. 

Interaction Effects: Negative interactions 
decrease the credit of GBSs and vice versa. Nega-
tive interactions have a lower weight than positive 
interactions on the drone’s credit opinions.

Interaction Frequency: Note that a higher 
interaction frequency indicates that a drone has 
more prior knowledge about its interacting GBS. 
The interaction frequency between the drone and 
a GBS is defined as the ratio of the number of 
times that the drone interacts with the GBS to the 
average times that the drone interacts with other 
GBSs during a time window. The higher interac-
tion frequency leads to a better direct credit opin-
ion of the GBS [5, 13].

Resource Availability: A GBS with better 
resource availability (i.e., more available com-
putation and storage resources) can provide 
higher-quality communication and information 
services. For miner selection, the better resource 
availability can decrease the delay of blockchain 
generation and mining. The interaction events 
with higher-quality services between the drone 
and the GBS indicate that the GBS has better 
resource availability. Therefore, these interaction 
events with higher-quality services have larger 
weight on the drone’s direct credit opinions on 
the GBS [12]. 

Considering the weights of interaction timeli-
ness, interaction eff ect, and resource availability, 
the interaction frequency is updated and calcu-
lated by the above weight factors and the aver-
age number of times that the drone interacts with 
other GBSs during a time window (�  in Fig. 2). 
Thus, we utilize the updated interaction frequency 
to generate an overall weight for calculating the 
direct credit opinions and indirect credit opinions 
(� and � in Fig. 2).

IndIrect credIt oPInIons from other drones
For a drone, other drones’ credit opinions act as 
indirect credit opinions (i.e., recommended credit 
opinions). The indirect credit opinions are com-
bined into an integrated indirect credit opinion 
with recommended belief degree, distrust degree, 
and uncertainty degree. These degrees can be 
obtained through weighted arithmetic mean of 
all the belief degrees, distrust degrees, and uncer-
tainty degrees from recommender drones [13], 
respectively. In other words, a combined credit 
opinion called the indirect credit opinion is gen-
erated by integrating the subjective opinions with 
diff erent weights from diff erent recommenders (�
in Fig. 2).

combInIng dIrect credIt oPInIons wIth 
IndIrect credIt oPInIons

After obtaining the integrated indirect credit opin-
ion, the drone still considers its own direct credit 
opinion to avoid cheating while calculating the 
fi nal credit opinion (as shown in � of Fig. 2). The 
final credit opinion of the drone of the GBS is 
formed as a fi nal credit opinion vector consisting 
of three elements, which is similar to that in the 
direct credit opinion. Therefore, the final credit 
value of the drone of the GBS depends on both 
the final belief degree and the final uncertainty 
degree. More details about the fi nal credit value 
calculation can be found in [5]. This final credit 
value can be used as a metric to select high-qual-
ity miner candidates with high credit as the min-
ers for permissioned blockchains (�  and �  in 
Fig. 2). These high-credit miners will have good 
behavior and verify block data honestly to fur-
ther improve their credit values for earning more 
mining rewards from the systems. Thus, the cred-
it-based miner selection scheme can efficient-
ly detect and remove unreliable and untrusted 
miner candidates, thus defending against block 
verifi cation collusion attacks and ensuring secure 
block verifi cation. Moreover, the credit is mainly 
aff ected by weight factors including attributes of 
interaction events and also the resource condition 
of the GBS. These factors are commonly available 
in most B5G drone networks. Therefore, the cred-
it assessment scheme based on these weights is 
common and universal, and is easy to extend and 
apply in various B5G drone networks.

securItY AnAlYsIs for credIt Assessment
Defending against Malicious Drones: With 

the help of the open access and tamper-resistant 
drone blockchain, it is easy to identify suspicious 
drones that continuously upload fake credit opin-
ions (i.e., significantly higher or lower than the 
average value of indirect credit opinions from 
other drones) to the drone blockchain over a 
period of time. These suspicious drones will be 

FIGURE 3. The credit of a malicious miner candidate.
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put into a blacklist to decrease the negative effect 
from malicious drones on the credit assessment. 
In the proposed subjective logic model, drones 
can set a low weight value for the recommend-
ed opinions from the suspicious drones during 
calculating the integrated indirect credit opinions. 
Moreover, similar to [12], we consider that the 
majority of drones are benign and reliable in the 
PEGDONs. Therefore, the low-weight credit opin-
ions from a limited number of malicious drones 
have very limited influence on credit assessment.

Defending against Malicious GBSs: In drone 
blockchain, the consensus among miners (i.e., 
GBSs) can run properly even if a small number of 
malicious GBSs modify their received credit opin-
ions. The reason is that all the credit opinions from 
drones are uploaded to the pre-selected miners 
with the drones’ digital signatures. These digitally 
signed credit opinions ensure that no malicious 
miners can pose as drones to corrupt the drone 
blockchain through modifying or forging cred-
it opinions received from the drones. Only the 
drone can generate a credit opinion signed with 
its own digital signature. Modified or forged credit 
opinions are more easily identified during block 
verification by other honest miners. Moreover, 
credit opinions on the drone blockchain are open 
access for both miners and drones. The drones 
can check and compare the credit opinions 
uploaded by themselves with those on the drone 
blockchain. The malicious miners will be identi-
fied and added to the blacklist, and thus be held 
accountable by the system [12].}

numerIcAl results
In the simulation, we consider a remote sensing 
scenario with 100 drones flying in an urban area, 
and set 51 uniformly deployed GBSs as miner 
candidates. During credit assessment, there are 
90 honest drones and 10 compromised drones 
with fake credit opinions. The interaction frequen-
cy between drones and GBSs ranges from 20 to 
70 times each week. The probability of successful 
data packet transmission varies from 60 to 100 
percent. Similar to [5], the weight parameters of 
positive, negative, recent, and past interactions, 
and good and bad resource availability in the 
Four-Weight Subjective Logic (FWSL) scheme are 
0.6, 0.4, 0.6, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.4, respectively. The 
timescale of past and recent interactions is three 
days. More parameters for the simulation are 
adopted from [5].

Figure 3 shows credit variation of a randomly 
chosen compromised miner candidate under six 
cases:
• Without any subjective logic model scheme
• FWSL scheme with the drone blockchain
• FWSL scheme without the drone blockchain
• Three-weight subjective logic (TWSL) scheme 

in [5] with the drone blockchain
• Traditional subjective logic (TSL) scheme 

from [5] with the drone blockchain
• Aggregated trust value (ATV) scheme from 

[12] with the drone blockchain
In the ATV scheme, a credit value for an entity is 
obtained by aggregating trust value offsets with 
different weights from the drones. The trust value  
offset is calculated by the ratio of the difference 
between positive events and negative events to 
the total number of events [12, 13]. Each compro-

mised miner candidate pretends to behave well 
in order to obtain positive credit values during a 
certain period of time. After that, the candidates 
randomly misbehave with 50 honest drones with 
probability of 80 percent.

For the scheme without subjective logic 
model, when a malicious candidate misbehaves, 
the credit of the candidate calculated by a drone 
linearly increases since the candidate’s misbehav-
ior for other drones cannot be directly detected 
by this drone. However, for the other four cases 
with the drone blockchain, the candidate’s credit 
values quickly drop because of the consideration 
and incorporation of indirect credit opinions from 
other drones. The credit value decreasing below 
a credit threshold of trusted miners in the FWSL 
scheme is the fastest caused by the considered 
weight factors. Here, the credit threshold of a 
trusted miner means that the miner candidates 
with a credit value higher than the threshold are 
treated as trustworthy candidates. The credit in 
the ATV scheme declines faster than that of the 
FWSL scheme over time. This is because the ATV 
scheme is sensitive to the latest negative events 
but does not consider unintentional mistakes of 
good candidates with good behavior histories. 
This may cause false positive errors and partial 
credit assessment to decrease the participating 
willingness of the miner candidates [13]. The 
FWSL scheme is slightly better than the TWSL 
scheme due to considering one more weight (i.e., 
resource availability). Moreover, FWSL with the 
drone blockchain has higher accuracy and reli-
ability than that without the drone blockchain. 
The reason is that the drone blockchain with the 
advantages of decentralization and tramper resis-
tance, which can defend against miner collusion 
attacks. Therefore, the FWSL scheme with the 
drone blockchain ensures a more secure and fair 
miner selection through a more accurate credit 
assessment.

We observe 10 malicious miner candidates 
and observe their credit variations during 90 

FIGURE 4. The credit of the malicious miner candidates.
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minutes, as shown in Fig. 4. For the cases with 
the drone blockchain, the average credit value 
of the malicious candidates in the TWSL, FWSL, 
and ATV schemes are 21.2, 25, and 38.9 percent 
lower than that in the TSL scheme, respective-
ly. We also observe the probability of data block 
being correctly verifi ed (i.e., correct probability) 
during 90 minutes. A metric named credit thresh-
old of successful detection is defi ned as the credit 
of adverse miners below the threshold that can 
be successfully detected. Figure 5 shows the cor-
rect probability under diff erent credit thresholds 
of successful detection. For all the schemes with 
the drone blockchain, a malicious miner can per-
form block verifi cation collusion attacks and thus 
produce manipulated verification results in the 
cases of a relatively low credit threshold (e.g., 
below 0.2) [11]. The correct probability of the 
FWSL scheme with the drone blockchain can 
achieve 100 percent when the credit threshold 
is not lower than 0.35. The correct probability of 
the FWSL scheme is 9 percent larger than that of 
the TWSL scheme when the credit threshold of 
successful detection is 0.35. The collusion attacks 
cannot be discovered in the TSL scheme until the 
credit threshold is larger than 0.4 5. This indicates 
that FWSL with the drone blockchain can achieve 
secure block verifi cation with a high correct prob-
ability through defending against block verifica-
tion collusion attacks [13].

conclusIon And future studIes
In this article, we have introduced permissioned 
blockchains for securing data sharing in B5G 
drone networks. We have outlined the challeng-
es of applying permissioned blockchain in B5G 
drone networks and analyzed an intractable 
attack named block verifi cation collusion attack. 
To defend against this attack, we have proposed 
a credit-based miner selection scheme devel-
oped based on the permissioned blockchain. 
A four-weight subjective logic model was used 
to calculate the credit of miner candidates. The 

numerical results show that the proposed secure 
miner selection scheme is effective to defend 
against the block verifi cation attack.

The following interesting directions are worth 
further study.

Deployment Optimization for Ground Base 
Stations: For blockchain-based B5G drone net-
works, the ground base stations play a signifi cant 
role (i.e., miner) in the blockchain systems. To 
further improve communication reliability and 
reduce communication delay between moving 
drones and miners, it is challenging to design opti-
mal GBS deployment schemes in the scenarios 
with limited numbers of GBSs or heterogeneous 
B5G networks. 

Machine Learning for Efficient Miner Selec-
tion: Inspired by the great potential of machine 
learning in solving complicated decision making 
problems of wireless networks, it is a promis-
ing direction to utilize machine-learning-based 
approaches, for example, deep reinforcement 
learning (DRL) [15], to design effi  cient and secure 
miner selection schemes. We can explore effi  cient 
and low-complexity DRL approaches for ground 
base station deployment in large-scale B5G drone 
networks with high-speed moving drones as well.
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